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Bring new expertise to your patient care with the brand new edition of the Lippincott Manual of

Nursing Practice, the most complete nursing manual ever!A classic text since it was first published

in 1974, the Lippincott Manual for Nursing Practice has provided essential nursing knowledge and

up-to-date information on patient care for nearly 40 years. Now in its 10th edition, this full-color text

is organized into five major parts, covering the Nursing Process and Practice; Medical-Surgical

Nursing; Maternity & Neonatal Nursing; Pediatric Nursing; and Psychiatric Nursing. This important

centerpiece of your professional library â€¦has been reviewed by dozens of clinical expertsâ€”all

recognized authorities in their fields. Youâ€™ll find all the expert guidance you need to meet virtually

every nursing challenge and can be totally confident with recommendations, facts and findings

grounded in Official Guidelines from the National Institutes of Health, American Diabetes

Association, American Heart Association, American Nurses Association, Joint Commission,

AWHONN, and others. With more than 596 full-color photos, illustrations, and charts organized in a

convenient, 1,880 page outline format, the content is evidence-based and filled with procedure

guidelines and practical help youâ€™ll put to immediate use, including . . .â€¢ Step-by-step

procedure guidelines for more than 150 proceduresâ€”with rationalesâ€”accompanying appropriate

entries so youâ€™ll know what to do next and why.â€¢ Scores of reproducible patient-teaching aids

that let you quickly and easily review essential self-care information with your patient.â€¢ Lavish

illustrations and photos clarify instructions and concepts.â€¢ Pathophysiology, diagnostics, and

therapiesâ€¢ Nursing assessments, procedures, interventions, and patient teachingâ€¢ Ethical and

legal issues, wellness and prevention, and geneticsâ€¢ Easier documentation, drug safety, workload

management tips ... â€¦and much moreA companion Website includes full text, an image bank; and

drug-related NCLEX-style questions, FDA updates, and new clinical studies.
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This book is my primary resource for anything related to nursing. I used the 9th edition extensively

when I was in school, and there was rarely a time when it wasn't useful.I've only skimmed through

the 10th edition, and from what I can tell, the material meets my expectations. I am, however, very

disappointed in the quality of the images in the eBook. If I could go back in time, I would have just

bought the print edition. Some images have text that is very difficult to read. Even when zooming in,

the text is blurry.

This book has helped me so much in nursing school. I have used it for case studies so far. I would

highly recommend it for nurse students, and new nurses. Very happy with this book.

You can not use the index to search for a specific disease, instead you have to flip through page by

page to get to what you need. It is very time consuming and not practical for a nursing student. Also

kindles use of location within a book and not page numbers makes it impossible to cite correctly.

The book is great but i wish I had not gotten the kindle version.

One of the main reasons that I got the electronic book rater than the hard cover was to have "quick"

easy access this wonderful material. Imagine my surprise when I find that the index has no page

associated with the terms therein. No link to access the info, just the knowledge that it is there

somewhere.Due to the size of the book (I assume here) the search is an exercise in futility. Spend

the extra $10 and get a hard cover.

I love this book. It has nursing diagnoses and interventions as well as instruction for nursing

procedures. The facility I am employed at has a copy at every nurses station and I found that I refer

to it regularly. I now have a personal copy for my home. I recommend this book to anyone in the

nursing field.



A must have for Nursing school, I use it for my care plans, papers, case studies, and for procedures.

I get 100% on my assignments whenever I use this book. My mom is nurse and she has the 9th ed.

& she swear s by it, I see why. I told my professor, I purchase this book and she said you invested

in the nursing bible! I will continue to use this book throughout the rn program & nursing career.

Love this book. There is one at the nurses station at work and I loved it so much I had to buy it!! It's

perfect for reference if you need, or for writing care plans if needed, or in services for staff. I look

forward to having this for my own and not having to share at work ha ha !

I absolutely LOVE this book and wish I had bought it sooner - it would've made last semester of

nursing school much easier. But, I'll be going into Fall semester equipped and ready. This book is

definitely a MUST have and I highly recommend it for nursing students. It's also a great reference, in

general, for all nurses.
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